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Your smile is no place to 
skimp. You too should 

require excellence. Doctor 
Amy Elizabeth Crary of 

Aesthetic Dentistry of 
Stuart has a team of great 

people to serve you. They 
take tremendous pride in 

delivering personalized 
care to their clients, 
utilizing the newest 

technology to deliver the 
highest quality. 

Call to schedule your complimentary smile consultation today!

 “I had read several newspaper and magazine articles about 

Dr. Crary,” says Kathy, “and then did further research about her 

education, the materials she uses and experience before meeting her 

for a consultation.

 “I became convinced that she was the one I wanted to fix my 

smile during the consultation as she showed me numerous before 

and after photos of her many clients. Every case looked natural and 

the transformation so dramatic.

 “I grew up with a terrific smile, but over the years it diminished 

greatly because I used to grind and clench my teeth a lot. This resulted 

in some chips, cracks and a shift to the left of my upper teeth, not to 

mention the discoloring that comes with age. I was embarrassed to 

smile around others and started to notice I was actually covering up 

my smile!

 “Dr. Crary and her team are absolutely the nicest people I have 

ever met. I feel like I am visiting with friends when I go there and 

actually look forward to my appointments. More importantly, the 

doctor is extremely thorough and explains everything she’s doing 

in as much detail as you want to hear. Then, she goes an extra step 

or two because she’s a perfectionist; exactly what you want when 

having a smile makeover.”

 Dr. Crary regularly attends the prestigious Las Vegas Institute for 

Advanced Dental Studies where they teach the art and science of 

neuromuscular and cosmetic dentistry. She is often accompanied by 

team members as well so they too can stay abreast of the very latest 

techniques, procedures and developments in dentistry.

 “We always have a good time when we go,” says Dr. Crary, “but we 

do learn a lot while we are there. Advancements in dentistry happen 

often and quickly. Most are made to either make the procedures 

less painful, last longer and stronger or quicker. All are better for the 

doctor and the patient. That’s why we go.

 “The analogy of comparing what we do with art is a good one.  

Once a doctor has calculated and negated the cause of disease 

or tooth fractures, creating the most natural looking smile is 

complicated and requires an artistic eye. We must balance what 

will function properly with what will look good. Believe me, this is 

the result of much study and experience. I love it when it all comes 

together as it did in Kathy’s case.”

 Dr. Crary and her team at Aesthetic Dentistry of Stuart take 

care of many area family smiles, however, they have the extra 

training and experience if a client wants or needs complex dentistry. 

Whether you’re looking for a new general dentist, or would like 

to explore the idea of improving your smile, why not schedule a 

complimentary consultation to meet and greet the team and get 

your smile evaluation? Maybe someday your smile will be Worthy  

of a Painting.
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The subject...the smile, the canvas...someone’s 

teeth, the artist...Dr. Amy Elizabeth Crary of 

Aesthetic Dentistry of Stuart. The objective…

find issues that caused unsightly and/or pain 

issues, fix the cause of these problems, repair 

damages caused by the physiological problems, 

and create a smile that functions correctly, feels 

normal and looks completely natural.

 This type of art isn’t for the faint of heart. There 

are many factors to consider and every case is unique. If 

you are going to be the canvas, you want an artist that has 

extensive education in neuromuscular, reconstructive, and 

cosmetic dentistry with plenty of experience and artistic 

talent. Chose your artist wisely.

 Kathy Murphy, pictured on this page, works in a 

dermatology office and understands the importance 

of doing your homework before choosing a healthcare 

provider. Unfortunately, not every doctor has the 

same education, experience or artistic eye for this type  

of procedure.

Worthy of a Painting

Kathy Murphy

Kathy before her Smile Makeover


